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ISSUE 
Starting in 2013-14, CDE has revised the way they calculate the federal allocation to the Charter SELPA, and they now 
INCLUDE ADA for year 1 charters, if the charter was in existence in the prior year.   
 

BACKGROUND  
Good news.  Revised estimates of state/federal funding for 2013-14 are $17.75 per ADA beyond the last estimate in July 
2013. 
 
The federal grant amounts (and methodology) were released on February 24, 2014 for the 2013-14 year.  We recommended 
that Charter SELPA members budget $120 per prior year ADA.  The new rate is $125 per ADA. State funding for 2013-14 also 
increased. We recommended $494.65 (July 2013) and the February 22, 2014 certification resulted in a rate of $507.40, an 
increase of $12.75.  Rates shown below are prior to admin fees/set-asides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our allocation plan currently provides for federal funds to be distributed based on prior year ADA, as a result charter 
members do not receive federal funding until year 2 of Charter SELPA membership.   
 
The Charter SELPA allocation plan was developed with the following core principles:  

• Stability and predictability of funding is critically important  
• Timely and accurate projections with no surprises  
• Timely and accurate distribution of cash  
• Reasonable and consistent rationale developed with a standard of fairness and equitability  
• Transparency  

 
Basic Elements:  

• Funding distributed based on ADA  
• Because ADA definitions on various funding may lag a year, funding distributions to members may result in NOT all 

members receiving funding at the same rate. Each funding allocation will be addressed separately with this principal 
in mind.  

 
2. FEDERAL FUNDING  (Current allocation plan language approved in 2009) 
Federal funds are received and ADDED to the state funding. This is in contrast to other SELPAs, where federal funds are 
treated as a deduction from the entitlement (starting in 2013-14 this is no longer the formula). The amount of funding for the 
SELPA varies each year, based on a complex formula of base amounts, plus special education student counts, plus poverty 
factors (actual current formula is based on total population counts, not special education student counts, plus base amounts, 
plus poverty as identified by free and reduced students). 
 
ADA defined for federal funding. Per CEO Council action in February 2009:  
Distribution of federal funds will be based on prior year ADA. As a result, new charters will not receive federal funding in their 
first year with the SELPA.  
 
Current year federal distribution of funds will be based on Charter SELPA K-12 Prior Year P-2 ADA. As a result, new charters 
and growth ADA in 2012-13 will not participate in federal funds distribution until 2013-14.  
 
 
  

2013-14 
Budget Update

July  2013 
Budget 

Estimate

February 
2014 

Estimate
Change

State Funding 494.65 507.40 12.75
Federal 120.00 125.00 5.00
Total 614.65 632.40 17.75
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The details of the 2013-14 federal distribution are shown below.  Note on line 3, $6,616  2012-13 ADA from year 1 charters, 
was included in the calculation of the 2013-14 federal grant.  
 
Our office has notified the first year charters of their potential eligibility for federal funds in 2013-14 (pending May CEO 
Council approval).  The majority of these charters have indicated they have the ability to spend the federal dollars in 2013-
14. 
 
  

1 2013-14 Federal Grant 9,209,130$  

2
Prior Year ADA from Charters in 
SELPA 71,361.13

3
Prior year ADA - Year 1 Charters 
included in grant 6,616.85      77,977.98

4
Charters not particpating 
because of PY unspent funds (2,523.19)     

5
Charters from prior year - 
closed/left (1,744.20)     -4,267.39

6
ADA for determination of 
federal rate 73,710.59

7 Rate per ADA 124.94$       

First Year charters included in Fed Calc:
 2012-13   
P-2 ADA 

Lighthouse Community Charter 474.45     
Lighthouse Community Charter High 209.95     
Oxford Preparatory Academy Chino 1,088.09  
Oxford Preparatory Academy So Orange County 763.63     
Capitol Collegiate Academy 106.72     
City Heights Preparatory Charter 43.32        
Dr. Lewis Dolphin Charter 159.93     
Hope Academy charter 326.03     
Iftin Charter School 390.81     
Innovations Academy 317.72     
Life Source International Charter School 240.18     
Museum School 223.39     
Old Town Academy 231.89     
San Diego Global Vision Academy 186.37     
San Diego Global Vision Academy Middle 39.13        
Summit Leadership Academy High Desert 175.11     
Temecula Preparatory School 981.04     
Westlake Charter Middle School 106.69     
Westlake Charter School 552.40     

Total 6,616.85  
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RECOMMENDATION: 
The following recommendation was reviewed with Executive Committee (March 2014) for input. 
 
Recommended change to the Charter SELPA Allocation Plan – Item #2. 
 
2. FEDERAL FUNDING  
The amount of federal funding for the SELPA varies each year, based on a complex formula of base amounts, prior year total 
population counts and prior year counts of eligible free and reduced student counts. 
 
Distribution of federal funds for the Charter SELPA members will be based on: 

• Prior year ADA for prior year members of the Charter SELPA.  
• Prior year ADA for current year members of the Charter SELPA who were in operation in the prior year but a 

member of another SELPA, and CDE included their prior year data in the current year calculation of the Charter 
SELPA federal grant. 

 
Charter members NOT eligible for federal funds: 

• A charter member with unspent funds from prior years and per the allocation plan criteria, are not eligible to 
receive federal funds. 

• A start-up charter in year 1 with the Charter SELPA, and no prior year ADA that would be included in the current 
year Charter SELPA federal grant calculation. 

• A charter in year 1 with the Charter SELPA, with prior year ADA that for some reason was not included in the 
current year Charter SELPA federal grant calculation. 
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